Elliott State Forest Research Advisory Committee
Meeting Number Four
Marina Activity Center, 120 Marina Way, Winchester Bay, Oregon 97467
Thursday, June 25
Advisory Committee Website: https://www.oregon.gov/dsl/land/pages/elliott.aspx

Advisory Committee Members present: Asha Aiello, Steve Andringa, Chris Boice, Jen Clark, Melissa
Cribbins, Bob Van Dyk, Geoff Huntington, Mike Kennedy, Ken McCall, Mary Paulson, Mark Stern,
Keith Tymchuk, Vicki Walker
Department of State Lands Staff & Interested Parties: Ken Armstrong, Meliah Masiba, Robert
Underwood, Katie Cavanaugh, Jenna Stillman, and Gordie Reeves
Oregon Consensus Facilitation Team: Peter Harkema and Amy Delahanty
Action Items
Action Item

Who

Date

Advisory Committee members will coordinate with
OSU to form a recreation workgroup.

Ken McCall
& Asha
Aiello

ASAP

Schedule additional October and November Advisory
Committee Meeting

Oregon
Consensus

ASAP

Welcome, Agenda Review and Process Overview
Facilitator Peter Harkema welcomed the group and members conducted a round of introductions.
Peter noted that Oregon Consensus (OC) did not receive any edits from Advisory Committee
members on the draft May 30 meeting summary. There being no further proposed edits, the group
formally approved the document.

Peter then reviewed the proposed agenda, meeting format and major topics with the group, which
included a brief overview and refresher on purpose and approach for the Elliott HCP; a broad
overview of 2018 rough harvest analysis conducted by OSU using 2008 data; overview of current
science and data being used for HCP discussions; and OSU’s vision and broad framework for an
Elliott Research Forest.
Other Updates
Geoff Huntington (OSU) shared updates from the recent OSU listening sessions in Reedsport,
Roseburg and Coos Bay. He noted there were similar cross-cutting themes across the three listening
sessions with regards to the challenges and opportunities of an Elliott State Research Forest. Geoff
shared a summary of high-level themes is forthcoming and will be shared with Advisory Committee
members when it is available. Geoff then noted OSU may plan return listening session visits in the
fall.
Data, Analysis, and Habitat Conservation Plan
Brief overview and refresher on purpose and approach for the Elliott HCP
Ryan Singleton (DSL) presented information about the general process and structure of a Habitat
Conservation Plan (HCP). The purpose of this presentation was to re familiarize members with the
concept of an HCP, which was initially presented as a topic at the Advisory Committee kick-off
meeting (For additional information, please see PPT presentation). A number of questions were asked
related to the number of species covered in the Elliott HCP; purpose of pursuing a HCP on the
Elliott; and the relationship between the HCP and listed activities outlined in the research charter.
Overview of current science and data being used for HCP discussions
Gordie Reves (OSU) then provided a presentation about the current science and data being used to
inform HCP discussions between OSU, DSL, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and
the Oregon Department of Forestry. It was noted OSU is beginning to develop draft terrestrial and
aquatic conservation measures that the College hopes to share with Advisory Committee members
when the information is available. Geoff Huntington (OSU) stated a goal for OSU would be to
develop draft conservation measures that would both provide the maximum amount of flexibility to
support research activities while also addressing key biological objectives. Gordie then presented
topics that included, but were not limited to: overview of the original HCP approach; analysis of the
intrinsic potential of Coho and Steelhead; fish and non-fish bearing streams; Marbled Murrelet
detections and Northern Spotted Owl status; wood recruitment and riparian buffers; and proposed
next steps.

Broad overview of 2018 rough harvest analysis conducted by OSU using 2008 data
Geoff Huntington (OSU) shared a draft summary report developed in 2018 from OSU’s College of
Forestry Advisory Panel. The summary report summary report was developed by the panel to: 1.)
articulate potential program objectives for management of the Elliott State Forest that would
support and enhance the Land Grant mission of the College; and 2.) develop preliminary scenarios
for structuring ownership of the Forest under different HCP scenarios. Geoff highlighted the
financial and harvest modeling scenarios were intended to provide the College with a range of
options for planning purposes in 2018, but were a rough sketch of ideas that did not reflect an
OSU/panel preferred alternative, nor based on current conditions. Geoff shared that as more
information is known and developed, OSU will re-run the modeling and analysis again with more
specificity and relevance. It is expected updated modeling will be ready in late-October.
Geoff then provided an overview of the 2018 primary modeling assumptions, limitations of the
analysis, scenario prescriptions, and results to the group. Following Geoff’s presentation, the group
asked a number of questions related to revenue; management assumptions; and differences between
the various draft scenarios.
Research
Kathleen Kavanagh (OSU) provided an overview of OSU’s proposed vision and framework for an
Elliott State Research Forest to advisory committee members. Throughout the presentation, Katie
solicited advisory committee feedback on the draft guiding principles and overarching research
question to help inform OSU’s Elliott Research Forest Exploratory Committee’s next iteration of
the document. Presentation topics included an overview of a research charter; the five draft guiding
“principles”; and the proposed draft research question. Following Katie’s presentation, there was
considerable discussion about the draft overarching research question and draft Research Charter.
Feedback from Advisory Committee members included, but not limited to:
● Include accompanying information (or a “preamble”) to the draft Research Charter that
speaks to:
○ Why an Elliott State Research forest is a worthwhile endeavor to students, key
interest groups, the community, and all Oregonians.
○ Why the Elliott is a unique opportunity for research that can’t be done on other
Western Oregon forest land.
○ How the research be disseminated to the broader communities.
Geoff shared the College intends to develop a governance document that is reflective of the five
public values shared by the Land Board, as well as to the collaboration between OSU and the
Advisory Committee. There was a proposal for OSU to create a framework document for

articulating guiding principles within each of the five focus areas. It was suggested that recreation be
the first focus area, and Advisory Committee members representing recreation were asked to work
with OSU on this effort. The purpose of this effort will be to develop recreation guiding principles
for an Elliott State Research Forest, striving to present their work at the following Advisory
Committee meeting on July 30th.
ACTION ITEM: OSU will convene a recreation focus group, which will include recreation
representation from the AC to provide input on the recreation aspects of a Research
Charter/proposal for the Elliott.
Next Steps
Advisory Committee members were invited to provide contact information of key interest groups
that they felt would want in-depth briefings from OSU about the presentations given at the meeting.
OSU will plan to conduct outreach with key stakeholders and interest groups over the next three
weeks.
Peter then shared the next Advisory Committee meeting will be held on July 30th in Roseburg. He
shared there may be a need to add additional Advisory Committee meetings in October and
November as work is being developed and discussed. Oregon Consensus will send out a scheduling
poll to schedule the additional dates.
With no other comments from Advisory Committee members, the meeting adjourned at 3:00p.m.

A conversation about
the Elliott State
Research Forest- The
Research Charter
Kathleen Kavanagh
Associate Dean of Research and
Chair of Elliott Research Forest
Exploratory Committee

Questions for the Advisory Committee Discussion:
1. Once completed, will the structural elements outlined for the
Charter address key elements that you believe need to be
addressed in the document?
2. Do the five draft "Principles" resonate with your notion of an
Elliott State Research Forest? Is a key principle missing?
3. Does the draft "Overarching Research Question" encompass
what you would expect from an Elliott State Research Forest?
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

Purpose of this conversation:
• Discuss key components of the Elliott State Research
Forest Draft Research Charter with the DSL Elliott
State Research Forest Advisory Committee.

• Focus on:
• Introduction
• Guiding principles
• Overarching research question

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

The College of Forestry continuously
seeks to conduct research related to
the conservation and management
of forests in Oregon
The ultimate goal of the research programs at the
OSU College of Forestry is to provide innovative
approaches to enhancing people’s lives while also
improving the health of our lands, businesses, and
vital ecosystems, and to do so collaboratively with
active involvement of multiple partners with
different perspectives. (OSU Institute for Working
Forest Landscapes, 2013, pg. 1.)

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

What is a Research Charter?
Guide the design and implementation of research on the ESRF over time

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

What are guiding principles?

• foundation for establishing a long-term research
program that remains focused and relevant yet,
nimble
• fosters research that is enduring across
generations
• collectively support a unifying question so that
the work of different research areas are bound
together like chapters that each contribute to a
greater body of work over time
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

What is an overarching research
question/theme?
The overarching research question is the umbrella
under which different research areas, programs
initiatives reside. Research conducted under this
broader inquiry should meet the guiding research
principles while addressing the desired outcomes.

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

Draft Guiding Principles
Principle 1: Research: The Elliott State Research
Forest will advance and sustain transformational
research. All management objectives related to
fulfilling other public values as well as revenue
generation on the forest will be accomplished
within this context.

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

Draft Guiding Principles
Principle 2: Enduring: The overarching research
question for the Elliott State Research Forest
should remain relevant across many years,
generations, and social, economic and
environmental contexts. Though research
programs and projects on the ESRF may address
more immediate challenges and current needs,
the the research will take advantage of the
University’s tenure and consequent stability and
mission-based research focus as a Land Grant
Institution
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

Draft Guiding Principles
Principle 3: At Scale: An overarching research
question, research design, and long-term
monitoring on the Elliott State Research Forest
should leverage the unique opportunity the forest
offers for experiments at large spatial and long
temporal scales. While different research may be
conducted on different areas within the ESRF, the
entirety of the ESRF should advance knowledge
under a unifying research question.

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

Draft Guiding Principles
Principle 4: Tailored to the Landscape: The
overarching research question applied to the
Elliott State Research Forest will unfold differently
over time and space based on biological, physical,
social and economic conditions. Experimental
design needs to be tailored to ensure that
research on the ESRF takes full advantage of the
forest’s capacity to provide science addressing
research themes that are highly relevant beyond
the borders of the ESRF, Oregon, or even North
America.
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

Draft Guiding Principles
Principle 5: Practical, Relevant, and
Collaborative: Research and education
programs conducted on the forest must be
relevant to forestry issues and challenges
facing Oregonians. Stakeholders will be
engaged to ensure that this publicly owned
research forest continues to serve the public
with credible, relevant and timely science.

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

Single, Overarching Research Question:
The overarching research question is the umbrella under which different
research areas and programs initiatives reside. Research conducted
under this broader inquiry should meet the guiding research principles.

Draft Question:
"How can we balance conservation, production and
livelihood objectives on a forested landscape within a
changing world?"

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019

Questions for the Advisory Committee Discussion:
1. Once completed, will the structural elements outlined for the
Charter address key elements that you believe need to be
addressed in the document?
2. Do the five draft "Principles" resonate with your notion of an
Elliott State Research Forest? Is a key principle missing?
3. Does the draft "Overarching Research Question" encompass
what you would expect from an Elliott State Research Forest?
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
ESF briefing 25 June 2019
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Elliott
State
Forest

Conservation Emphasis Watersheds
Multiple Objective Watersheds
5th-field Watershed Boundaries

Elliott
State
Forest

Research/Mgmt directed
towards conservation
•Manage Stands <X years old
• Ecological Forestry
•Long Rotations

Conservation Emphasis Watersheds
Multiple Objective Watersheds
5th-field Watershed Boundaries

Elliott
State
Forest

Research/Mgmt directed
towards conservation &
commodity production
• Habitat Circles – NSO &
MM
• Variable width riparian
areas
• Manage All Stands
• Ecological Forestry
Conservation Emphasis Watersheds
Multiple Objective Watersheds
5th-field Watershed Boundaries

Fish Streams – 20%
FB stream miles = 263

OFPA Fish Streams
FB stream miles = 199

Distribution of Potential Wood Recruitment to
Fish-bearing Streams in Elliott State Forest

Miles

Percent of
Potential
Wood
Delivery

263 [ 11%]

62%

Non-Fish Streams

2,085 [ 89%]

38%

Total

2,348 [100%]

100%

Fish Streams

Maintaining riparian ecological functions

FEMAT (1993)

Potential Options
Riparian buffers:
a.Fish-bearing (<20% gradient) – both types of
watersheds
a. X of a site potential tree height
a.Management for ecological purposes

Wood Recruitment

Spies et al. 2013

Analysis Example
90% Percent of Potential Wood Recruitment
Site Potential
Tree Height 1

Fish

Size of
Mgm’t Area
(ft)

0.6

120

0.6

120

% Total Area

Non-fish

20.6%

• 1 SPTH: 200’
• Assume 68% of wood potential for entire watershed
comes from fish streams & 32% from non-fish
• Total Acres within 1 SPTH: 29280

Potential Options for Riparian Areas
Fish-bearing (<20% gradient) – both types of
watershed
1. X of a site potential tree height
2. Variable
a. X in Conservation Emphasis Areas
b. Y in Multiple Objective Areas
Non-fish bearing streams
1. Y of a site potential tree height
a. Those with potential to greatest potential to
deliver landslides into fish-bearing streams
a. Conservation Watersheds - top 25%
b. Multiple Objective Watersheds - top 10%

Wood Sources in Small, Non-fish Bearing Streams

Proortion NonFish Channels

80%
70%
Nonfish channel length = 1969 km

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Proportion Recruitment from NonFish

From: D. Miller unpublished

“Key Piece” Recruitment

Largest Trees

Spies et al. 2013

Red line 240’ buffer
area
Red& White Dots
outside buffer –Trees in high
probability delivery areas
White dots - over 90ft (Conifer??)
Red dots – under 90ft (Hardwood??)
Green dots – Plantation trees

Volume (m3 100 m-1 reach)

Cumulative wood volume with decay
(m3 100 m-1 reach)

50

Untreated

40

Thinned

30

Thinned, 2015: tip 5%, 2045: tip
5%

20
10
Benda and Reeves unpublished

0

2015 2025 2035 2045 2055 2065 2075 2085 2095 2105 2115
Year

From: Benda et al. 2014
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To Do
• Non-fish streams – delineate &

classify
• Establish wood recruitment goals
• Roads
• Integration with NSO & MM

Elliott State Forest
Habitat Conservation Plan
Oregon Department of State Lands

HCP Details for the Elliott





Permit area = Common
School lands within the
Elliott State Forest
Permit term = likely 70-80
years
Covered species =
Norther spotted owl,
marbled murrelet,
Oregon coast coho

Covered activities :
timber harvest
stand management actions
road system management
research activities

An HCP does the following things:
• Summarizes the existing ecological conditions
in the forest
• Lists the activities that will be covered by the
permit (research activities, timber harvest,
road system management, implementation of
conservation actions, etc.)
• Estimates the potential for those activities to
impact the covered species (NSO, MAMU,
Oregon Coast coho)
• Explains the conservation strategy, which
includes techniques to avoid, minimize, and
mitigate the estimated impacts
• Includes a monitoring program to measure
whether the conservation actions are
benefiting the species as planned
• Estimates the cost of the program over the
permit term and describes the strategy to
fund the HCP

•
•
•
•

Designing the Elliott HCP

DSL OSU ICF
US Fish & Wildlife
National Marine Fisheries
Services
OR Dept. of Fish & Wildlife

DSL, OSU, and ICF have been working closely
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National
Marine Fisheries Service, and ODFW to:
• create an up-to-date understanding of the
species distribution and habitat use on the
Ellliott
• estimate how the covered activities may
impact the covered species
• determine what conservation strategies
should be used to minimize and mitigate
those effects over time.
That work will continue through this year and
will result in a draft HCP in early 2020.

Thank you!

